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l. Spontaneous Speecft
Record patient's speech on paper and tape. Substitute similar guestions if necessary
appropriate. Score fluency and information content according to criteria on page 3.

1 . How Are You Today?

2. Have You Been Here Before?

3. What ls Your Name?

4. What ls Your,Address?

5. What ls Your Occupation?

6. Tell Me A Little About Why You Are Here? or What Seems To Be The Trouble?

7. Description Of Picture.
Present test picture (Card 1) and say: "Tett me what you see. Try to talk in sentences."
Encourage the patient to pay attention to all aspects of the picture. Move the picture
towards the patient's intact visual field. Ask for more complete response if only a few
words are produced.

Maximum Score 20
Patient's Score -
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A. lnfonnation Content

B. Fluency,Grammatical
Competence, and
Paraphasias

SCOR'ruG OF SPONTA'UEOUS SPEECH

(0) No lnformation.

t1) Incomplete responses only,  e.9.,  f i rst  name or last name only.

l2l Correct response to any 1 item.

(3) Correct responses to any 2 items.

(4) Correct responses to any 3 items.

(5) Correct responses to any 3 of the first 6 items plus some response to the picture.

(6) Correct responses to any 4 of the fii 'st 6 items plus some response to the picture.

(71 Correct responses to 4 of the first 6 items on page 2 and a mention of at least 6 of
the i tems in the picture.

(8) Correct responses to 5 of the first 6 items, and an incomplete description of the picture.
Recognizable phonemic paraphasiasare to be counted as correct.

(9) Correct responses to all 6 items on page 2. An almost complete description of the
picture: at least 10 people, objects, oractions should be named. Circumlocution may
be present.

('10) Correct responses to all 6 items on page 2 and to the picture. Sentences of normal
length and complexity, referring to most of the items and activities. A reasonably com-
plete description of the picture.

(0) No words or short, meaningless utterances.

(1) Recurrent stereotypic utterances with varied intonation. conveying some meaning.

l2l Single words, often paraphasias, effortful and hesitant.

(3) Fluent recurrent utterances or mumbling, very low volume jargon.

(41 Halting, telegraphic speech. Mostly single words, often paraphasic but with occasional
verbs or prepositional phrases. Automatic sentences only, e.9., "Oh I don't know."

(5) Often telegraphic but more fluent speech with some grammatical orEanization. Para-
phasias may be prominent, Few propositional sentences.

(6) More complete propositional sentences. Normal syntactic pattern may be present.
Paraphasias may be present.

l7l Phonemic jargon with semblance to English syntax and rhythm with varied phonemes
and neologisms. May be voluble; must be f luent.

(8) Circumlocutory, fluent speech. Marked word finding difficulty. Verbal paraphasias. May
have semantic jargon. The sentences are often complete but may be irrelevant.

(9) Mostly complete, relevant sentences; occasional hesitation and/or paraphasias. Some
word finding difficulty. May have some articulatory errors.

(10) Sentences of normal length and complexity, without definite slowing, halting, or articu-
latory difficulty. No paraphasias.
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A. Yes/No (luestions

il. Auditory Verbal Comprehension

Explain to the patient that you are going to ask some questions and that the answers shoutd
be either "yes" or "no." lf it is difficult to establish a consistent verbal or gestural yeslno
response, then eYe closure for "yes" should be established. The instructions should be
repeated, if necessary, during fhe test. Reinforce the patient when he or she gets into the set
of answering as requested, but avoid nodding or commenting on specific items! lf the patient
self-corrects, the last answer is scored. lf a patient gives an ambiguous or confabulatory
response, repeat the instructions and the question and score accordingly. lf the response is
still ambiguous, score 0. Score 3 points for each correct answer. Record responses in the ap-
propriate column: verbal, gestural, or eye blink.

Verbal Gestural Eve Blink

1. ls Your Name Smith? ("no" should be correct) D!n
2. ls Your Name BrownT ("no" should be correct) nn!

3. ls Your Name (real name) ) nntr
4. Do You Live In TorontoT (no should be correct) Dnn
b. DO yOu.Live ;n (real residence) 2 !ntr
6. Do You Live In Windsor? ("no" should be correct) nnn
7. Are You A ManANoman? ("yes" should be correct)  ! n n
8. Are You A Doctor? ("no" should be correct) trDn
9. Am I A ManANomanT ("yes" should be correct) n!n

10. Are The Lights On In This Room ? ("yes" should be correct) n n tr
11. ls The Door ClosedT ("ves" should be correct) nnn
12.  l s  Th is  A  Hote l i !nn
13. lS ThiS (real test location) n!T

14. Are You Wearing Red Pyjamas? ("no" should be correct) n !!

15. Wil l  Paoer Burn In Fire? Dn x
16. Does March Come Before JuneT !nn
17 .  Do You Eat A Banana Before You Peel l t? n!n
18. Does l t  Snow In JulvT trntr
19. ls A Horse LargerThan A Doq? !!tr
20. Do You Cut The Grass With An Axi !ntr

Maximum Score 60
Patient's Score -



B. Auditory Word
Recognition

Place the real objects in a random cluster making sure that they are within the patient's
intact field if hemianopsra is present. Present cards of the pictured objects, forms, letters,
numbers, and colors. Ask the patient to point to the f urniture, his or her body parts, and fingers,
in the order /isted. Ask the patient to point to each item, by saying, "Point to the -,
or, "Show me the " One repetition of each command is allowed. lf the patient
points to more than one item, score 0 unless it is clear that the patient recognizes his or
her error and corrects it. For the seven items requiring left-right discrimination, the patient
must get both the side and body part correct to receive credit. lf the room does not have
ce rta i n f u rn itu re, substitute co m pa ra b I e items.

RealObiects Drawn Obiects Forms Letters Numbers

Cup Matches Square I 5

Matches Cuo Trianqle F 6 1

Penci l Comb Circle B 500

Flower Screwdriver Arrow K 1 867

Comb Penci l Cross M 32

Screwdriver Flower Cvl inder n
v 5000

Maximum Score 60
Patient's Score -

Colors Furniture Bodv Parts Finoers Risht-Left

Blue Window Ear Thumb Riqht Shoulde

Brown Chair Nose Rino Finoer Left Knee

Red Desk Eve lndex Finoer Left Ankle

Green Liqht Chest Little Finoer RiqhtWrist

Yellow Door Neck Middle Finoer Left Elbow

Black Cei l ino Chin Riqht Ear Riqht Cheek
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C. Sequentfal Commands Score for partial execution of the commands according to the numbers above each segment
that is correctly executed. lf the patient requests repetition or looks confused, repeat the
command as a full sentence. On the table before the patient line up the pen, comb, and book
in this respective order and label each, verbally: "See the pen, the comb, and the book? I will
ask you to point to them and do things with them,iust as I say. Are you ready?" lf the patient
does not seem to understand the task, point with the comb to the pen to demonstrate, and
start again.

Scores

Raise your hand.

Shut your eyes.

Point to the chair.

Point to the window. then to the door.
z r -

Point to the pen and the book.
4 4

Point with the pen to the book.
4 4

Point to the pen with the book.
4 4

Point to the comb with the pen.
4 4

With the book point to the comb.
4 6 4

Put the pen on top of the book then give it to me.
5 5 5 5

Put the comb on the other side of the pen and turn over the book.

2

2

2

4

4

B

8

B

B

1 4

20

Maximum Score 80
Patient's Score -



,rt. Repetition

Ask the patient to repeat the words listed below; then record the responses. You may repeat
items once, if the patient asks or does not seem to hear. If incompletely repeated, score 2
points for each recognizable word. Minor dysarthric errors or colloquial pronunciation are
scored as correct. Take 1 point off for errors in order of word sequence or for each literal
pa ra pha s ia ( pho ne m ic e rrors).

Maximum Score

1 .  B e d

2. Nose

3.  P ipe

4. Window

5. Banana

6. Snowbal l

7. Forty-five

B. Ninety{ive percent

9. Sixtv-two and a half 1 0

10. The telephone is r inging

1 1. He is not coming back 1 0

12. The pastry cook was elated 1 0

13. First  Br i t ish Field Art i l lerv

14. No i fs.  ands or buts 1 0

15. Pack my box with f ive dozen jugs of l iquid veneer 20

Maximum Score 100
Patient's Score -
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IV. Naming

A. Obiect Naming Present objects in the order listed below. lf no or incorrect responses to visual stimulus,
let the patient touch the stimulus. lf still no or incorrect responses, present a phonemic or, if a
composite word, a semantic cue (the first half of the wordL Allow a maximum of 20 seconds
for each item. Score 3 pornts if named correctly or with minor articulatory enor, 2 points
for a recognizable phonemic paraphasia, and 1 point if a phonemic or tactile cue is required.

Stimulus Fesoonse Tactile Cue Phonemic Cue Score

Gun

Bal l

Knife

oup

Safetv oin

'lammer

Ioothbrush

raser

Dadlock

)enci l

Screwdriver

Kev

)aperclip

)ipe

lomb

Elastic

Spoon

Scotchtaoe

Fork

Matches

Maximum Score 60
Patient's Score -
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B. Word Fluency Ask the patient to ng.!!e as many animals 9s le 9r she can in I minute. The patient may be
helped if hesitant.' "Think of a domestic animal, like the horse, or a wild animai, tike the tijer."
The patient may be prompted-at 30 seconds. Score 7 point for each animal named (excelpt for
those in the example), even if distofted by literalparaphasia.

C. Sentence Completion Ask patient to complete what you say. Provide an example, such as "ice is (cold)." Score
2 points for correct response and 1 point for phonemic paraphasias. Accept reasonable
alternatives, e.9., sugar is . . . (fattening) butnotgrass is . . . (brown).

Maximum Score 20
Patient's Score -

1. The grass is - (green).

2. Sugar is (sweet orwhite).

3. Roses are red, violets are - (blue).

4. They fought like cats and - (dogs).

5. Christmas is in the month of - {Decembed.

Maximum Score 10
Patient's Score -

D. Rexponsive Speech Score 2 points for acceptable responses, 1 point for phonemic paraphasias.

1. What do you write with? (pen, pencil)

2. What color is snow? (white)

3. How many days are in a week? (seven)

4. Where do nurses work? (hospital)

5. Where can you get stamps? (post office, variety store)

Maximum Score 10
Patient's Score -

I
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A.

V. Reading

Present testsentences, one per card. lnstructthe patientto: "Read these sentences and point
to the missrng word. Choose the best from those. " The oral instructions should be ac-
companied by gesture and by pointing to the words missing and the choice of answers.
The instructions may be repeated if the patient does not seem to understand. Ask the patient
to do the example. lf the patient does not do it correctly, point to the correct answer and say:"See this is the missrng word, e.9., The tree has . . . wheels, leaves, grass, or fire."

Score

Reading
Gomprehension ol
Sentences

1. The rain is .
blue
wet
met
sea

2. A soldier carries a
gun
shoot
fun
aroceries

3. Mr. Smith repairs cars and trucks. He is a .
tailor
machine
mechanic
bus

4. Teachers return to school every fall. They teach .
leaves
children
spring
books

5. Shovels and saws are common tools. They have parts made of . . .
farmer
forest
metal
cutting

6. Farmers often grow wheat, corn, and other grain. They can also produce
coal
tractors
earth
vegetables

7. Energy used to be relatively plentiful. Due to oil shortage, many nations are
turning to alternate sources such as . . . .
boiling water
the banks
the sun
economY

B. The Titanic was an oceanliner which was thought to be unsinkable but it hit an
iceberg and sank in 1912, ki l l ing over a thousand people. l t  would not
have sunk if it had not . . . .
lost power
been badly damaged
carried passengers
been going west

Maximum Score 40
Patient's Score -



B. Reading Commands

1 1

Present each card and say, "l want yau to read this aloud and then do what it saYs."
lnstructions may be repeated if the patient only does one or the other part .of the.-task.
Give a partiat score if 6nly part of the command is read or contains paraphasias or if only
part of the command is Pertormed.

2. Wave qoodbve.

5. Point to the chair, and then to the door.

C. Written Word
Stimufus - Obiect
Choice Matching

D. Written Word
Stimulus - Picture
Choice lfiarching

6. Pick up the pencil, knock three times and put it back.

Maximum Score 20
Patient's Score -

lf the combined score of A and B is 50 or more, discontinue reading tests and give full
credit of 100 minus twice the difference from 60. Score : 100 - 2(60 - Patient's Score/.
Continue with testing if combined score (A + B/ is /ess than 50.

Prorated Score

Ptace the objects in a random order before the patient. Ask the patient to point to the obiect that
corresponds to the word presented on cards 22-27. Score 1 point for each correct response.

cup
comb
pencil
flower
matches
screwdriver

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

Card 2 with pictures on it is placed before the patient. lnstruct the patient to p9i1tt to_ the
picture that matches the word that is presented. The words are presented individually on
cards 22-27. Score 1 point for each correct response.

flower
matches
cup
screwdriver
comb
pencil

Maximum Score
Patient's Score
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E. picture Stimufus - Card 34, which has the words listed on it, is placed before the patient. The patient is then re-
Written Word guested to point to the word that is fhe same as the picture. The pictures are presented
Choice Matching individually on cards 28-33. Score 1 point for each correct response.

cup
penci l
screwdriver
matches
flower
como

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

F. Spoken Words - The patient is presented with cards 35-38 and asked to se/ect the orally presented targetword
lilri1n,en Word from a choice of 5, e.9., "Show me the word flower." Score 1 point for each correct response.

choice Matching tower flower tree power garden
cable fable table chair cloth
money nanny wallet purse nurse
willow window glass door winter

Maximum Score 4
Patient's Score -

G. Letter Discrimination Use the score obtained on the letter identification section of the auditory word recognition
subtest. lf that score is 3 points or /ess, use a letter matching task by presenting single
/etters (cutouts) J, F, B, K, M, D and have the patient point to the choice of letters on
card 4.

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

H. Spelted Word Ask the patient to name the word that is spelled orally by the examiner. lf the patient does
Recognition not understand the task, give an example not listed on the test. Score 1 point for each

correct answer.

n-o
d-o-g
n-o-s-e
o-r-o-w-n
h-a-m-m-e-r
t-e-l-e-p-h-o-n-e

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

I
I t. Spelling Ask the patient to spell each of the following words presented orally. Give an example,
| "dog, d-o-T," if the patrcnt does not understand the task. Score 7 point for each correct
I.f answer.

uo
caI
pond
NOUSE
Penci l
government

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

I
T
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A. Writing on Beguest

B. Written Output

C. Writing to Dictation

D. Writing of Dictated
or Visually
Presented Words

VI. Writing

Use unlined paper, labeled with the name of the patient and the date of the examination

Ask the patient to write his or her name and address. Score 7 point for each recognizable
word or number. Deduct 1/z point for each spelling mistake or paraphasic error.

Maximum Score 6
Patient's Score -

Presentthe picture (Card 1). lnstructthe patientto "Write a story aboutwhat is going on in
the picture." Allow about 3 minutes. Encourage the patient to write ln sentences if it appears
that he or she is going to list words. Score 34 points for a full description, B points for
each complete sentence with 6 words or more, 1 point for each correct word in incomplete
or short sentences. Deduct 1/z point for each spelling or paraphasic error. Score isolated words
1 point, to a maximum of 10 points. Punctuation is not scored.

Maximum Score 34
Patient's Score -

Ask the patient to write the sentence that you will dictate: "Pack my box with five dozen
jugs of liquid veneer." The sentence may be broken up if the patient cannot remember
it and parts repeated once. Score 10 points for the complete sentence or 1 point for each
correct word. Deduct 1/z point for each spelling or paraphasic error.

Maximum Score 10
Patient's Score -

Discontinue writing test if a score of 40 or more is reached on A, B, and C. Enter as the
score forwriting: 2 x patient's score.

Prorated Score

Ask the patient to write the following words as you dictate them. lf the patient does not
understand, show the real object and gesture to the patient to write its name. lf the patient
fails (unrecognizable word or not written at all), spell the word orally, and if the patient
still fails, provide cut-out /etters with 2 extra letters. Subtract 1/z point for incorrect /etters.

7 Score for Either
Oral Cut-out

Letters

Maximum Score 10
Patient 's Score -

Ful l  Score for Ei ther
Written Response Written Response
Dictated VisualStimulus

g u n  1
watch 2
nose 1
hammer  2
telephone 2
screwdriver 2
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E. Atphabet and Ask the patient to write the alphabet and then the numbers from 0 through 20. Score 1/z point
Nimbers for each letter or number, even if it is out of order.

1. Alphabet

2. Numbers (0 through 20)

Maximum Score 12.5
Patient's Score -

Maximum Score 10
Patient's Score -

F. Dictated fetters Ask the patient to write each of the following dictated /etfers and numbers. Score t/z point
and Numbers each for correctly written letter and one for each complete number.

1. Dictated: D, M, J,  B, F

2 .  D ic ta ted :  5 ,61 ,32 ,700,  1867

Maximum Score 2.5
Patient's Score -

Maximum Score 5
Patient's Score -

G. Copying ol Olords Present card 39 with the test sentence printed on it and ask the patient to copY it. The pa-
of a-Sentence tient may print or write. Score 1 point for each correct word, 10 points for the complete

sentence. Subtract 1/z point for each incorrect letter.

Maximum Score 10
Patient's Score -

i
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Vil. Apraxia

Tell the patient, "l am going to ask you to do some things, try and do them as well as you
can." lf the patient fails to pertorm the command well, then show him or her how (imitate the
action). lf this fails, then give the patient the real object, where applicable (astensks/. Allow
for variations in normal performances. Score 3 points for a good pertormance in the com-
mand column. Score 2 points for approximate pertormance or good pertormance on imitation
only. Score 1 point for approximate performance on imitation or if pertormed with the actual
object. lf the patient uses a body part for an object, score 2 points (e.9., fingers used as a
comb through the hair).

Examples
"Whistte." tf the patient purses his or her lips and blows, but there is no sound, score 2
points for an approximate performance. lf the patient declares that he or she can not do it or
purses his or her lips butdoes not blow, then demonstrate. Then if the patient purses his or her
lips and blows, score 1 point for approximate performance on imitation; if the patient fails to
exhale then score 0 (no points).

"Sniff ." lf the patient grimaces or inhales through mouth, score 1 point only. lf pertormance
improves on imitation, score 2 points. lf the patient does it only with a flower, score 1 point
only. lf the patient rubs the flower on his or her nose, score 0 (no points).

Command lmitated With Obiect

Upper Limb
1 .  M a k e a f i s t

2. Salute

3. Wave goodbye

4. Scratch your head

5. Snao vour f inqers
Facial

6. Put out your tongue

7. Close your eyes

8. Whist le
*9. Snif f  a f lower

* 10. Blow out a match
lnstrumental
* 1 1 .  U s e a c o m b
*12. Use a toothbrush
*13. Use a spoon to eat
*14 .  Use a  hammer
*15.  Use a  kev
Complex

16. Pretend to dr ive a car

17 . Pretend to knock at the door and open it
* 18. Pretend to fold a paper

19. Pretend to light a cigarette

20. Pretend to play the piano

Maximum Score 60
Patient's Score -

15
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A. Drawing

Vnr. Constructional, Visuospatial and
Calculation Tasks

The subject is asked to freehandedly draw the figures listed below on a separate sheet of
paper. Encourage completion by saying "ls that as complete as You can make it?" The scor-
ing system rs /isted for each figure.

lf the patient appears to have a comprehension problem, then he or she may be shown
examples for 10 seconds.

1 . Circle (2)
Score 2 points for closed circle
Score 1 point for curved segments

3. Square (2)
Score 2 points for closed square
Score 1 point for 4 lines

2. Cube (5)
Score 5 points for perspective and form
Subtract 1 point for each inappropriate

angle
Score 1 point if all 9 lines are shown

Clock (5)
Score 5 points for correct figure
Score 4 points if numbers are partially absent

orwrong
Score 3 points for all numbers and no hands
Score 2 points if most numbers are absent or

out of circle
Score 1 point for circle only

House (5)
Score 5 points for complete perspective
Subtract 1 point for lack of perspective
Subtract 1 point for missing detail
Score 2 points for an approximation

Line bisection (3)
Instruct the patient to place a mark at the
middle (or center) of the line. Deduct 1/zpoinl

for each 5 mm deviation

4.

6 .5 .

8 .7 .

Tree (3)
Score 3 points for qualitY
Score 2 points for sYmmetry
Score 1 point for asymmetry

Draw a person on a separate sheet (5)
Score 5 points for completeness and symmetry
Subtract 1 point for each body part missing
Score 1 point for an approximation

Maximum Score 30
Patient's Score -



B. Block Design

C. Calculation

D. Raven's Colored
Progressive Matrices

Practice
score 3 points for correct design within 60 seconds
Score 2 points for correct design with extra time
Score 1 point for 4 blocks put together

Maximum Score 9
Patient's Score -

1 .  Add i t ion

2. Subtraction

2. Mult ip l icat ion

2. Divis ion

Maximum Score 24
Patient's Score -

1 7

Place four blocks before the patient. Say "You see fhese btocks, they are att alike. On some
sides, they are all red, on some all white, and on some, hatf red and hatf white. I am going
to eut the blocks tog.ether to make them look like this picture. Watch me first. No,wi took
at the picture and make one just like it with the btocks." Demonstrate how to do the exampte,
ry9vinO s.lowJtl, then miy up the blocks and have the patient do it, using the iame'itocks.
lf he or she fails to do it in 90 seconds, mix up the btocks and havehim oiher try-"giii.ir tn"patient fails on the second attempt, go on'and show the next picture. Mix;;ii; aincks
after each design. Except for the eiampte, the patient is not'shown how io do it or sgiven a second attempt..Score.3 points for correct design, completed in 60 setcoids; score
2 points for correct design, with extra time allowed (i minutes). Score I pont for'itoc*s
put together.

Present the card with the first catcutation on.it and say to the patient, "t woutd like you toadd. what rs -/" then, "t would tike you to subtract. what is 
- 
?',t etc.

Continue with oral stim.uli an^d allow the patient to look at the card at the same time (combined
oral and visual stimulation). Score Z pgynts for each correctre"lor"". fne patieit i)y i"spora
orally or point to the correct answer. There is no partial score given.

4
+ 3

8
- 3

x 7

4
1 2

X

t o
2
tr

2
X

1 3
56
B

72

+ 2

- 7

6

x 3

64
: Q

q

20
1
B

I
4

1 2
J

2
tJ
h

1 2
2

J I

4

5
+ 4

6
- 2

4
x 2

I
+ 4

6
t z

4

q

3
24
1 1

2
1 1
42
25

1 8  4
+ 3  2 1

t c
o

Administer the R.C.P.M. as indicated in its manual. The maximum score is 37, 1 point foreach correct item and award 1 additional point for completion in S minutes orless.

Maximum Score 37
Patient's score _

I
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SCORE SHEET

Maximum
Patient's
Subscores Total For AO

spontaneous speech
Information Content
Fluency
Total

1 0
1 0
20

Comprehension
Yes/No Ouestions
Auditory Word Recognition
Sequential Commands
Total
(Divide By 20 For AO)
(Divide Bv 10 For CO)

60
60
80

1 0
20

Repetition
Total
(Divide By 10)

100

1 0
Naming
Oblect Naming
Word Fluency
Sentence Completion
Responsive Speech
Total
(Divide Bv 10)

60
20
1 0
1 0

1 0
Aphasia Ouotient
(Add Totals And Multiply By 2 For AO)
Reading And Writing
Reading
Writing
Total
(Divide By 10)

100
100

20
Praxis
Total
(Divide Bv 6)

60

1 0
Construction
Drawing
Block Design
Calculation
Raven's Score
Total
(Divide Bv 10)

30
q

u
37

1 0
Cortical Quotient
Add Totals r00

I


